A sense of business
A brief introduction to Save the Children’s Education for Youth
Empowerment programme in South Sudan
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Introduction
On 9 July 2011, South Sudan declared its independence, becoming the world’s 193rd country and Africa’s 54th state. The
world’s youngest country immediately dropped to the bottom of the world’s development indexes. Despite the success
of the independence movement, prolonged war and aggression have devastated the physical and human capital of South
Sudan, a catastrophe that will take a significant amount of
time and dedication to remedy.
Since schools were closed or destroyed throughout much
of the population’s childhood, about three-quarters of adults
are illiterate. As a result, a large number of foreigners mainly
from East Africa are entering into the labour market, which
lacks skilled labour. Currently, these foreigners run shops in
markets and occupy jobs in the service industry, while unemployment rates have soared amongst South Sudanese.
Subsequently, half of all South Sudanese live below the
World Bank poverty line of 1.25 US dollars per day. Only
one percent of households have a bank account and 47 percent are food insecure.
Currently, much of the food available in South Sudan is
imported. Poor road infrastructure and constricted borders
make the transport of food difficult, driving up the price of
vital commodities and increasing the likelihood of food
insecurity.

Thousands of returnees
Huge influxes of returnees from neighbouring countries
along with the repatriation of South Sudanese from Sudan
exacerbate joblessness and hunger. In the northern states of
South Sudan close to half of the population are returnees in
search of a new life and livelihood or are fleeing Sudan,
which is becoming increasingly hostile toward the South
Sudanese.
Official figures from UNOCHA registered 9,578 returnees
in Northern Bahr el Ghazal from January to early October
2012. In 2011, 69,000 refugees were repatriated during a period of the same length, with an additional 4,200 arriving by
late November 2011. While the research for this booklet was
being carried out in December 2012, returnees from
Khartoum continued to disembark the train in Aweil,
Northern Bahr el Ghazal’s capital.
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After many years living as internally displaced and refugees
these people face significant challenges reintegrating into
their former communities, placing additional pressure on an
already fragile country. The paucity of economic opportunities undermines livelihood options and many returnees arrive
to places where education and vocational training are absent,
which means they have few prospects for developing their
skills and eventually earning an income. As it is, many people
in Northern Bahr el Ghazal depend on food rations from the
World Food Programme and other organisations.

A young population
The population in South Sudan is very young with children
below 18 years of age comprising more than half of the inhabitants. Although basic education is free, many children
drop out of school because awareness of the importance of
education is low, as is the quality of the teaching. At the
same time, there is little access to vocational training, which
means that even if a job is available it is most often given to a
foreigner possessing the proper skills. Unemployment among
youth in Northern Bahr el Ghazal is extremely high.
As the lack of youth employment is seen as a key driver of
conflict in South Sudan, Save the Children Denmark has engaged in increasing youth employability through a Danish
International Development Agency (DANIDA) Regions of
Origin Initiative funded project since January 2011. The project
came about as a result of a dialogue between Save the
Children Denmark and DANIDA under the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Denmark and the Danish Embassy in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

Currency calculations
The exchange rate for 100 South Sudanese
pounds was equal to 23 US dollars in early
January 2013.
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Education for Youth Empowerment is an integral component of a bigger Save the Children in South Sudan education
and protection programme. Its overall goal is to ensure sustainable reintegration of the most vulnerable groups of youth
by equipping them with knowledge and skills appropriate for
their own development as well as that of their community.
Specifically, Save the Children has supported youth through
its Accelerated Learning Programming and vocational
training.
In Malualkon Save the Children has equipped one of the
few existing technical and vocational education and training
centres in Northern Bahr el Ghazal with proper facilities and
tools. The capacity building of trainers ensures improved
training for vulnerable youth.

Building knowledge
“We used to have vocational trainers, but they all left during
the war. Now, after the war, we have no trainers and we
have no tools,” explains Mario Velvur Gunda, Director of
Youth in the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, and responsible for youth training and training centres in South
Sudan.
Like many other South Sudanese interviewed in the course
of the research for this booklet Mario Velvur Gunda is keenly
aware of his country’s problems and its immediate dependency on foreign organisations. But he is also confident that
his government can take over the responsibility after the capacity building has taken place:
“Everything is provided by organisations now, but when they
have trained our trainers, the knowledge remains with us.”
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Facts about South Sudan and Northern Bahr el Ghazal
• O
 ver two decades of armed conflict between the northern and the southern parts of Sudan
culminated in an internationally brokered peace agreement in 2005. The agreement allowed South
Sudan the option of separation from the North. With a 98.83 percent vote for secession South Sudan
declared its independence on 9 July 2011.
• T
 he revised poverty line from the World Bank puts the threshold at 1.25 US dollars per day. Using
this benchmark, the South Sudan government statistics agency puts the percentage of people living
below the poverty line at 51 percent nationally, but with great differences between states and
counties.
• W
 ith three out of four people living below the national poverty line of 72.9 South Sudanese pounds
per month, which is equal to slightly less than 17 US dollars, Northern Bahr el Ghazal is one of the
poorest states in South Sudan.
• N
 orthern Bahr el Ghazal covers an area of 30,543.33 square kilometres and has an estimated
population of almost 721,000, making it the second most densely populated state of South Sudan.
Aweil, its capital, has an estimated population of almost 60,000 people.
• B
 ordering Sudan, the state of Northern Bahr el Ghazal has been extremely affected by the war. Poor
infrastructure has also led to dependency on trade routes with the Sudanese capital Khartoum rather
than South Sudan’s own capital Juba or other countries. Consecutive shutting of the Sudanese border
owing to on-going disagreements with Sudan and recurring bombing along the border make Northern
Bahr el Ghazal highly vulnerable to food and fuel shortages.
• O
 nly 25 percent of the population in Northern Bahr el Ghazal are able to read and write. The
national literacy rate is 28 percent, with males much more likely to go to school than females.
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In time, we’ll also
do better
The Apada Returnee Camp is about a ten-minute drive
outside Aweil, the capital of Northern Bahr el Ghazal.
When returnees arrive to Aweil on the train from Sudan
they are most often transferred to this camp, where
nobody seems to know the exact number of inhabitants.
“How can we know  ? There are many and new returnees
join us daily,” explains one inhabitant.
The returnees seek shelter under big rounded mats
woven out of blond straw. The huts that dot the immense
dusty plain occupied by only a few spiny bushes look like
giant upside-down baskets. It is difficult to imagine how
these loosely woven structures can provide protection
against the heavy showers that hit South Sudan several
months a year.
Apart from a small teashop and a couple of makeshift
stalls selling grains by the cup, not many business transactions occur here.

and the train was looted. We lost everything. Later, someone here stole my glasses, so I can’t even see properly.”
In the beginning this little family received food from the
World Food Programme, but that has stopped now. During
the rainy season the family succeeds in growing a crop or
two on the few square meters of land outside their hut.
“Fortunately, our plot is a bit elevated, so it doesn’t flood
during the rains. We have relatives nearby and they are
kind enough to share their pots, plates and tools with us,”
says Abuk Dut Udok.
“We’re suffering now, but we at least have our own
country. I’ve noticed that those who came before us are
doing a little better now. In time, we’ll also do better.”

Jobless and hungry
Abuk Dut Udok lives with her two grandchildren in one of
these upside-down baskets, sparsely furnished with two
beds with steel legs most likely provided by some organisation. There is absolutely nothing else in the hut.
“This is our country, but we’re jobless. You see me – I’m
hungry. I’m the only one responsible for my granddaughter
and my disabled grandson. In Khartoum we had jobs. My
husband died during the war, but I was a traditional midwife
and a cleaner and we could eat. Then, suddenly we were
foreigners without rights in Sudan.”
The woman does not know her age but says she is at
least 80 years old, though she does not look it. With a
shrewd smile she says, “Maybe I only feel like I’m 80.”

Lost everything
Abuk Dut Udok’s son is still in Khartoum. “I just came with
my grandchildren. My son was to follow with our luggage,
but the South Sudan border was closed when he arrived
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From old-fashioned farming,
firearms and teenage wives…
“My dad died during the war. My brother was a soldier
and during my entire childhood he brought us with him
all over South Sudan. When the war was over we returned to our old land outside Aweil in Northern Bahr
el Ghazal. We have five acres where we cultivate grains
and groundnuts. Half of the year, during the dry season,
we can’t cultivate and we have no food. At times, we
eat only once a day.”
James Akuei Akuei is 26 years old and in many ways
representative of the population in Northern Bahr el
Ghazal. He is young like the majority of the South
Sudanese, where youth and children under the age of
30 make up as much as 72 percent of the population.
No jobs
James does not have a job. Unemployment among
youth is high. With no industries, no offices and few
services in Northern Bahr el Ghazal there is not much
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paid work to choose from and the majority of the
youth have little education and no skills that could
eventually lead to the rare job in the service sector or
local trade. Decades of war have battered the quality
of Northern Bahr el Ghazal’s educational system, which
means that most jobs requiring some education and
skills are now occupied by foreigners from other
African countries.
Like most others, James and his family depend on
traditional livelihoods that comprise a combination of
pastoral livestock, crop production such as sorghum
and groundnuts, fishing, wild food collection and trade.
Land remains uncultivated
The options these traditional livelihoods represent have
not translated into sustainable development for neither
James and his family nor the majority of other Northern Bahr el Ghazal residents. Although 90 percent of
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the land in South Sudan is potentially arable, the great
part of the soil remains uncultivated. War and on-going
unrest have chased people into displacement. Abandoned to fight weeds and drought on its own, the soil
is now overgrown by bushes, and cultivated plants have
either been eaten by goats or wilted away.
The younger generation has never learned traditional
farming practices while in exile and the older generation is not up-to-date with new and improved methods. Some have simply forgotten how to make things
grow while they suffered years of displacement and an
entire generation has lost out on practical skills and
craftsmanship.
Farmers also lack tools and they have no knowledge
about irrigation systems, which could prevent soil from
transmuting into fine, reddish powder that fills the air
during the dry season. The few who do experiment
with irrigation do so using buckets because electricity
derives from petrol-driven generators only.
No entrepreneurship
The lack of roads, trucks and refrigeration also make it
almost impossible for those who live in remote areas
to ever reach market while their goods are still fresh.
Amongst those who have access to markets almost
none have the entrepreneurial skills of traders, which
means that they probably do not get the best outcome
for their efforts. At the same time, there is lots of unused potential in adding value to farm products via
processing. This includes the production of honey, milk,
fruit and vegetables as well as the manufacturing of edible oil.
Till recently, skills beyond farming have not been in
high demand, since most people live very simple lives in
clay huts with thatched roofs. But that is gradually
changing as towns are being rebuilt and people return
from exile in Khartoum, the capital of Sudan, where
they have experienced higher living standards and paid
jobs – even as displaced people.
Unemployment and social frustration over lack of
employability, especially for the youth, are potential
drivers of conflict in South Sudan. Although primary
education is free, basic education alone does not lead
to a job in areas like Northern Bahr el Ghazal. The
quality of the local schools is questionable and few
know skills beyond how to use a firearm. As one
teacher put it, “We’re all demobilised child soldiers.”
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Females are struggling
Girls and women face their own struggles. With the
world’s highest maternal mortality rate and lowest female literacy rate girls are statistically more likely to die
of pregnancy-related causes than to complete primary
education.
UNICEF estimates that 340,000 children were enrolled in primary schools at the time Sudan’s peace
agreement was signed in 2005. In 2009, primary school
enrolment had reached 860,878 boys and 502,063 girls.
However, access to education still remains one of the
biggest challenges facing children in South Sudan, especially girls. Nearly half of primary school age girls do not
go to school and a South Sudanese teenage girl is far
more likely to be a wife than a student.
Parents choose to marry off their daughters early for
a number of reasons. Poor families may regard a
daughter’s marriage as a matter of survival, because the
traditional dowry system demands that the groom’s
family pay dozens of cows to the bride’s family. Parents
may also think that early marriage offers protection for
their daughter from the dangers of sexual assault. Early
marriage may also be seen as a strategy to avoid girls
becoming pregnant outside marriage.
Violence against women
Decades of conflict have left South Sudan with a
breakdown of social norms, leading to an upsurge in
domestic violence. Early and forced marriages are common but divorce is rare because the tradition of paying
a dowry means it is difficult for women to escape from
abusive marriages as their families are reluctant to have
to give back the cows.
With continuing insecurity many parents also fear
sending their girls to school. However, the best way to
improve the status of girls and women and empower
them to deal with the existing insecurities is to increase
the access of girls and young women to education and
skills training.
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…to tomatoes,
trades and industrious women
Generations of children and youth in Northern Bahr el Ghazal
have missed out on education due to decades of war. Those
who were educated before the war are either dead, still in the
army, have migrated to larger cities or are abroad. “People, who
can afford it, take their children to other places with less poverty,” explains a teacher in Northern Bahr el Ghazal, “but most
people here are really, really poor.”
Although free primary education is a priority for the government of South Sudan, the quality remains low and basic education is rarely the key to the meagre labour market of
Northern Bahr el Ghazal. Many, especially girls, drop out long
before graduation.
Moreover access to vocational training in rural areas is difficult, the opportunities available in South Sudan sparse and far
less coordinated and consistent than formal education, even
though South Sudan ministries have recognised the need to
develop standardised, job-oriented training. Lead responsibility
between the involved ministries is unclear, while a lack of funding and poor capacity have resulted in an inept approach and
limited progress. At the same time, technical and vocational
education and training programmes are not necessarily aligned
with labour market needs and the success of trainees in terms
of increased income and livelihood opportunities has not been
systematically evaluated.
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Assisting the government
To assist the government of South Sudan in establishing
proper vocational training in keeping with current labour
market trends, Save the Children with the support of
DANIDA’s Regions of Origin Initiative has equipped one of
very few existing opportunities for skills development, the
technical and vocational education and training centre in
Northern Bahr el Ghazal and provided its teachers and
trainers with training.
The vocational training centre is not just a traditional
technical and vocational education and training centre. With
an emphasis on quality and marketable skills it acts as a hub
for the creation of entrepreneurs and equips youth with
employment potential. The centre is situated in the little
community of Malualkon and all activities take place in close
cooperation with the state government, which will eventually take over responsibility for the centre. Representatives of
the authorities have also participated in training sessions and
always give students their certificates when they graduate
from the centre.
A holistic approach ensures that campaigns are included
addressing negative perceptions of manual labour. Adding
life skills, entrepreneurship and business expertise along
with basic literacy and numeracy education motivates and
empowers the youth. Linkages to micro-financing and apprenticeship opportunities for graduates ensure that graduates are capable of finding jobs or establishing their own
businesses upon graduation.
As girls and women are particularly vulnerable in
Northern Bahr el Ghazal, the centre provides childcare options and offers accommodation that addresses the security
concerns of the community and the girls’ parents. Girls and
young women are encouraged to join not only typical female trades such as hairdressing, but also to become carpenters, metal workers and masons. Many girls also learn
agriculture.
While only 20 girls joined in 2011, 45 signed up at the
centre in 2012. “It wasn’t possible before for a girl to be a
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Facts about Save the Children and Education for Youth
Empowerment
• In South Sudan, Save the Children has been supporting the return, reunification and reintegration of
displaced children and youths since 1998. Over 5,000 child soldiers have been demobilised from the
ranks of fighting groups via the youth education programme covering the states of Lakes, Northern
Bahr el Ghazal and Jonglei. More than 3,000 youth have received vocational training in Malualkon,
Northern Bahr el Ghazal.
• S ave the Children’s Education for Youth Empowerment (EYE) programmes are based on solid work
experiences and best practices from Somaliland and Bangladesh. EYE improves the living conditions of
vulnerable children and youth in rural and urban areas, strengthens their skills to access safe
employment and promotes their ability to influence decisions regarding their own lives.
• T
 he technical and vocational education and training centre in Malualkon currently targets youth who
have been abducted during conflict, youths with disabilities, children of returnee families, school
drop-outs and youth who do not have the opportunity to access formal education. During a ninemonth residential training programme the youth are equipped with knowledge and skills appropriate
for their own development and that of their communities.
• A
 iming at the creation of employment, 120 youth were taught carpentry, masonry, tailoring and
agriculture in 2011. Based on a labour market survey and a tracer study, tailoring was substituted by
hairdressing, metal work was added in 2012 and 145 trainees were admitted.
• T
 he curriculum also includes health education, HIV and AIDS, child rights and child development,
leadership and entrepreneurship as well as numeracy and literacy. Former graduates are also being
supported in establishing their own businesses or finding paid labour.
• S ave the Children’s approach aligns with DANIDA’s Regions of Origin Initiative, which prioritises the
strengthening of livelihoods and basic services such as education in order to provide durable solutions
for returnees and their communities. Investing in children and youth education is seen as vital in
ensuring the future economic and social development of entire societies.
• Denmark’s 2011 Fragile States Policy prioritises private sector employment promotion, e.g. by
enhancing vocational education and skills training opportunities linked to market demands.
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mason, but people realise that the main thing is income. As
long as the girls earn money, they can do any kind of work,
even when they marry,” a teacher explains.
A Technical Advisory Committee consisting of local elders
has been established and its chairwoman plays an important
role in acting as a substitute mother and matron for the
girls. This has prompted the parents and local community to
feel confident that the girls are safe and secure at the centre. The committee also acts as a link between the centre
and the community, its members helping to ensure the quality and relevance of the education provided.
An alumni network consisting of former graduates helps
strengthen the youth’s ability to organise themselves, to
share experiences and to support each other as well as to
reach out to other youths, who may either become directly
involved in the micro businesses of graduates or join training
at business incubators in local communities in other areas of
Northern Bahr el Ghazal.

Income ahead
Fifteen-year-old Angelina Acol simply loves hairdressing and
explains with great confidence that, “I will be a very good
hairdresser.”
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Angelina’s mother works as a cook with the local government and her father is a farmer. “We are seven brothers and
sisters and some of us have gone to school for some years,
but our parents never really knew the value of education.
One of my brothers became a soldier when he was 15 years
old.”
She explains that the town of Aweil only has a Ugandan
hairdresser and that she is very expensive. “We have
Ugandan trainers, so I know I will become as good as the
Ugandan in Aweil. We’ll work in a group, because it’s better
to be a team so we can help each other. One can wash hair,
some can plait and others can dry the hair. We’ll get equipment and a generator from the centre.”
James Akuei Akuei is another recent graduate of the training centre, “When I heard Save the Children advertise the
skills training in improved agriculture, I applied immediately.
Now, I have learned how to cultivate different vegetables
such as sweet cabbage, okra, eggplant and tomatoes and
how to use manure as fertiliser. I’ll go home and start using
these skills immediately. We have a big market in my area, so
we can easily sell these vegetables. I know we can earn
enough, around 1000 South Sudanese pounds, by having just
two or three new different plants.”
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Education for Youth Empowerment
programmes must:

Skills upgrading: technical
and vocational education and
training, literacy programmes,
production units, internships

Add value: Contribute to improvement of the
lives of vulnerable youth and their families,
contribute to enhancement of partner and
stakeholder capacity and supplement
Social and political
other Save the Children thematic areas
empowerment: youth clubs,
discussion forums, life skills
targeting vulnerable children and young
training, leadership training
people.
Be sustainable: Make children and young
people the main drivers of change and enable them to make positive changes in their own
lives and those of their peers in terms of improved
livelihood, employment, social integration and influence.
Apply a holistic approach: Target all aspects of young
people’s needs and combine soft and hard skills development through literacy, technical and vocational
education and training, employment support and social and political empowerment.

Economic,
social and political
empowerment
of youth

Capacity building of
duty bearers:
enhancement of
government capacity and
coordination of NGO
technical and vocational
education and training
provider activities

Emphasise youth participation and influence: Involve
youth actively in project cycle management, providing them
with advocacy and leadership skills enabling them to influence
decisions affecting their own lives and to work with stakeholders to create acceptance for youth influence and participation.
Ensure that youth are able to access and utilise available resources: Ensure development of social assets, life skills and conflict resolution, giving youth a ‘driver’s licence’ to their community and enabling them to access resources available for their
economic, social and political empowerment.
Be demand driven: Offer vocational training matching labour
market needs, apprenticeships, on-the-job training, job and selfemployment support tailored to the needs of the target group.
Emphasise a safe bridging to job or self-employment: Equip
youth with information, hard and soft skills and abilities to get
and maintain jobs or start their own businesses, and provide
support during the job-seeking process or the business establishment phase.
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Community involvement:
Technical Advisory
Committee, alumni network,
employers group

Employment and
entreprenership:
entreprenership training,
employment support,
business groups, village
lending and saving

Cooperate with the private sector: Work with private sector companies and organisations to create opportunities for
on-the-job training, job placement or promotion and employment or business mentorships. Technical Advisory
Committees must also include private sector
representatives.
Involve parents and communities: Emphasise the active involvement of parents, communities, governments and employers to support youth becoming viable economic, social
and political actors, and implement projects through local
partners. Here Save the Children plays a facilitating role to
ensure capacity building.
Work through partners: Implement Education for Youth
Empowerment projects as often as possible in partnership
and cooperation to build long-term commitment emphasising the development of local capacity and self-reliance.
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Skilled youth dancing
into the future
A slightly chilly December morning breeze saturated with
fine, reddish dust blows through the now dried out demonstration garden and across the little brick walls under the solitary palm tree and the wooden chairs on display in the yard
between the school buildings. A few visitors, some youth and
a bunch of kids from neighbouring villages have already gathered under the biggest, leafiest tree. While being shown
around, some adults pick up the wooden chairs on display
and critically shake and twist them to check their quality.
“These chairs and the little walls were all made during examinations,” explains headmaster Joseph Anuei Awier to the
visitors.
This Saturday is graduation day. The hairdressing girls giggle
and promenade with their spectacular hairdos, while the
boys watch expressionless with crossed arms and apparent
indifference. A young man with baggy jeans is fixing the
sound system in slow motion, while a group of adult women

are chopping and cooking a big bull and two chickens – “for
the vegetarians,” as they explain.
Government officials arrive from Aweil along with the elders from Malualkon. A couple of hours later they all give
their orations of appreciation to the graduates and the graduates repay the many kind words with their own speech given by a female student. The words are spiced up with
traditional dances initiated by the centre’s youth clubs, who
are quickly joined by village elders and teachers. At the end
of the day all the graduates are shaking hands with the government officials and receive their certificates in a flash of
photos.
Turned on full blast, the sound system drums South
Sudanese music out into the Malualkon sunset. The new carpenters, masons, metal workers, hairdressers and farmers literally dance and twirl away from the centre and into their
future.

Theory and practice
The vocational training these youth followed for the past
nine months comprised a combination of school-based
training and practical apprenticeships in local private businesses, organisations and communities. Eighty percent of
the learning is practical and hands on, while twenty percent relates to trade-specific theory and theory in general.
In addition to helping trainees find practical assignments,
the trainers and teachers from the centre monitor the
performance of trainees and the working environment
during apprenticeships. The participating companies, organisations and communities have all signed contracts with
the trainees and a memorandum of understanding with
the centre.
This approach and the curriculum were decided upon in
cooperation with the Technical Advisory Committee, government officials and private company owners.
To ensure a supportive learning environment there is always an additional skilled assistant trainer assigned to each
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of the practical subjects. This ensures an adequate student-teacher ratio to manage a learning environment that
includes trainees with very diverse levels of general education and skills. The assistant trainers possess practical skills
within a specific trade and may be local craftspeople or
former graduates. In addition to pedagogical training, all
trainers receive training in how to teach illiterate students
and in developing learner-centred, gender-sensitive learning environments.
The present curriculum, developed and tested in previous phases of the technical education and approved by the
government of South Sudan, includes trainer instruction
manuals and syllabi. For their practical and theoretical
training the students receive an instruction manual and a
textbook. The graduates’ final examination includes a practical project in their field of expertise.
The students also produce items that add value to the
training centre and the community. For example, they have
made staff accommodation and a porch roof that provides
protection against the scorching sun and heavy rain.
Thanks to orders from Save the Children and the communities the youth not only learn while working, but their entrepreneurial skills receive a boost and they are
simultaneously able to save up some seed money while still
at the centre.
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Grateful community
The community members are grateful for the centre. After
the official graduation ceremony and a late lunch a group of
elderly men and women gather at the training centre’s staff
quarters. They are all local leaders and they have taken on
responsibility as a Technical Advisory Committee.
“We have monthly meetings with the students to encourage and guide them on how to live in this community and in
the centre compound without causing trouble. We also support the teachers if they have any problems with the students,” explains one of the members.
Apart from being responsible for ensuring the quality of
the teaching, the committee helps to mobilise communities
in support of the centre. “We’re the link between the community and the school and we have been selected by the
community. We’re all volunteers, because these children are
our children and we should spend time on the development
of our community.”
The village elders in Malualkon are grateful for the development of their country, “If the war had still been going on
we would not have been able to sit here and we couldn’t
have had a graduation ceremony for our youth. There would
have been bombs and the sound of guns. Even the smallest
hut would have been bombed or burned. But it will never
happen again. Now we’re independent.”
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Work is the cornerstone of economic and social development
Jobs are the cornerstone of economic and social development. Indeed, development happens through
jobs. People work their way out of poverty and hardship through better livelihoods. Economies grow as
people get better at what they do.
Which jobs have the greatest development payoffs depends on the circumstances. Countries differ in
their level of development, demographics, endowments and institutions. Agrarian societies face the challenge of making agricultural jobs more productive and creating job opportunities outside farms.
To many, a ‘job’ brings to mind a worker with an employer and a regular pay check. Yet, the majority
of workers in the poorest countries are outside the scope of an employer-employee relationship.
Self-employment is prevalent in developing countries and micro and small enterprises are a major
source of livelihood for low-skilled workers.
Quite a few currently large enterprises in industrial countries started out as micro and small family
businesses.
Adapted from the World Development Report 2013,
The World Bank
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We know how to handle
customers with care
Every square millimetre on the small veranda outside the tin
shed is occupied. A baby is sleeping on a shawl on the floor
in a corner while the mother is plaiting someone else’s hair,
exactly like all the other young hairdressers learning how to
set up a business while already working.
A tin shed does not sound like much, but compared to the
straw houses in the Apada Returnee Camp, tin is a luxury.
Soon the hair plaiters will set up a full-fledged salon in the tin
shed itself, but they have to do with the veranda till windows
and electrical wiring have been installed.
Although the technical and vocational education and training centre in Malualkon provides its students with basic entrepreneurship skills and business training, the policy is to engage
students in income generating activities through the formation
of youth trade groups that produce goods that can already be
sold at the local market as a part of their training. The carpentry students have, for example got a contract with local
schools in need of new tables and benches and the hairdressers have got business incubators like the one in Apada.
While a score of young hairdressers in a business incubator
near the training centre in Malualkon have already learned
hairdressing in the training centre, other business incubators
provide outreach training for other youths in other communities. Young women who have already been trained in
Malualkon but live in Apada can help train their peers and
practice entrepreneurship with real customers in safe surroundings under the supervision of an adult trainer till they
are ready to set up their own hairdressing salon elsewhere.
An earning while learning policy is very much in keeping
with recommendations from the World Bank’s latest World
Development Report 2013, “Learning on the job leads to significantly higher earnings in many settings, with the return to
one year of work experience being around a third to half of
the return to an additional year of schooling.”

Saving seed money
Apart from providing students with a livelihood and an opportunity to carry out their first customer care experiences
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under supervision, earning while learning also enables them
to save seed money for future investments.
Graduates are always provided with the basic tools,
equipment and materials needed to help them set up their
own businesses. These tools are given as a group package
along with one generator per group to ensure that potential
business ideas are not stuck due to lack of money and electricity. However, it is important that students learn how to
save their own money for future investments and raw
materials.
To promote saving habits, the youth are already trained
in setting up and managing a savings scheme while at the
centre and business incubators. They are also encouraged
to form savings associations. Graduates starting their own
businesses are also linked to a local micro finance organisation if they require further seed capital.
Although learning while earning is an exceedingly important part of the training provided by Save the Children, the

Seed capital is a challenge
Initial capital is a challenge for most of those
youth who dream of having their own businesses. While most have already earned some
money from orders taken while still at the
vocational training centre, others have made
deals with their families. If the youth bring
new skills and methods back home, their
families will contribute money.
“Hopefully, I’ll find a job easily so that I can
start saving,” explains a boy who studied
metal works. “But if that doesn’t work out,
my father has promised to sell one big cow. I
need at least 2,000 South Sudanese pounds
and a big cow can sell for 2,500.”
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vocational trainers also offer information about job opportunities before the students leave the training centre or business incubator.
To gather information on job vacancies the centre in
Malualkon has built linkages with local companies and organisations and the private sector is being encouraged to contact
the centre if they require employees. Some individuals not
naturally endowed with an entrepreneurial spirit request a
salaried job, while others need to save more money before
they are ready to invest in their own businesses.
Even when the students have left the centre or incubator
they are not entirely on their own. All the students have
made their own business plans and when they collect their
certificates at the end of the training, they fill in a
questionnaire.
“After a month or two we follow up. After six months
they have to fill in a new questionnaire so we can check if
they have managed to establish a business and if they need
help to combat challenges,” explains Programme Manager
Todini Marecha.

The necessity of customer care
The vocational trainers and teachers also work to combat other challenges. As one vocational trainer explains, “The South
Sudanese used to have this belief that they needed higher education to get a job. They tend to believe that if they possess a
diploma, they’ll automatically get white collar jobs and become
rich, but that’s not the reality in Northern Bahr el Ghazal.”

First of all, there are few white collar jobs in Northern Bahr
el Ghazal, where the majority of the people still live as they
have for generations, grazing and raising their cows and growing a few crops during the rainy season. Higher education requires moving to a bigger city and paying all expenses on top
of an education fee, a path that is out of the question for
most.
The trainer explains that many South Sudanese feel that
working in a shop or workshop is demeaning, maybe because
most South Sudanese shop owners do not know about customer care and are often perceived as being rough and rude.
“But we teach our students customer care so they can provide good and kind service to their clients. When people see
that our students are earning a good income, they become
inspired. After the students register their own companies they
can sign contracts and learn more by doing and thus develop
an even better business,” clarifies the trainer.
He adds that, “What they learn in our centre is far better
than many other training centres. Often, skill training is only
for four or six months. Here, it is for nine months. What they
have learned is enough for Northern Bahr el Ghazal and they
learn to become good business people from day one.”
Then, there is the additional benefit of the training. He
adds, “The youth come from different places and they were
fighting a lot in the beginning. There were many misunderstandings, also towards the local community. It makes me
very happy to experience that the youth totally have left that
behaviour behind.”

here
We didn’t know anyone and there are no jobs

.I
use my husband wanted to come back
“We returned to South Sudan, beca
in Sudan. I have two children. We travwas born, grew up and got mar ried
ne
to come here . We didn’t know anyo
elled 11 days by train from Khar toum
and there are no jobs here .
.I
I saw that many people were gathered
Recently, when I was fetching water
a hairdressing business incubator. I have
was curious and found out that it was
all my
want my own job and I want to put
not started learning yet, but I will. I
ren.”
effor ts into educating my own child
Anger Wol Diing , age 21
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Instigating peace
Another trainer emphasises that the training centre helps integrate returnees, “During the civil war people fled to Sudan.
Today’s youth were born there. When we educate them, we
also help them integrate here, consequently helping to create
a peaceful community.”
A young hairdresser translates this into very practical
terms, “We’ve come from different places. We’re changing
our backward living style into modern times. We learn

literacy and numeracy, hair plaiting and business methods.
We are saving money and we are being provided with a generator, hairdryer, mirrors, hair treatment products and other
necessities that will help us start our own businesses. With
the business incubators we even have a salon.”
She feels that she and her friends have many comparative
advantages, “We’re aware of hygiene and we never quarrel
with our customers, because we know how to handle them
with care – even if they’re rude.”

Facts about entrepreneurship and employment promotion
• S ave the Children’s key lesson learned from vocational training is the importance of engaging youth in
income generating activities already during the course of their training as this promotes the students’
sense of business from the very beginning.
• Informing the effectiveness and the relevance of the skills, tracer studies and labour market surveys
are equally important.
• In 2012, youth entrepreneurship and business groups established several micro-business projects, e.g.
a carpentry business group produced school furniture, the metal workers made swings for
playgrounds at local schools and agriculture groups produced sweet cabbage, tomatoes and okra.
• A
 rice micro-business project with seven graduates and 38 village youths was offered 100 ha of land
by the community. The youth only planted 10 ha with rice the first year, but plan to scale up
production as they receive further training in financial management and crop-specific skills.
• T
 he Aweil East Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative has established livelihoods in hairdressing, carpentry
and metal work. The initiative is earning an average of 1,500 South Sudanese pounds per month just
from furniture production.
• T
 he same initiative also established a pilot oilseed and sugar beans for value chain addition. The
introduction of sunflowers by this graduate group, with the participation of 60 non-trained youths, is
aimed at the production of edible oil, which is very expensive in Northern Bahr el Ghazal. The
enterprise is receiving attention and support from the Ministry of Agriculture, which has permitted
the group to import hybrid oilseeds and fertilizers. The ministry has also promised the group
commercial land of up to 500 ha.
• A
 s part of the outreach to other youth, Save the Children has established Youth Dialogue Forums
comprised of graduates and non-trained youths. The aim of these forums is to bring together the
youth from both groups and to facilitate a sharing of experiences and the transference of skills at
community level.
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Success also depends
on numeracy, literacy and
social skills
The largest tree in the training centre compound in
Malualkon seems to be the gathering point. While the tree
plays a central role once a year during graduation, it is also
centre stage for integrated and trade-related literacy and numeracy classes several days a week.
Young men and women aged 15 to 26 sit on white plastic
chairs in the shade. The literacy and numeracy classes are
not divided according to age like in a formal school system
but into four levels in keeping with the students’ educational
level prior to joining the training centre.

While some students have a fair amount of basic education but never succeeded in finding a job, approximately
one-third of them have a very low or no educational background whatsoever. Success as an entrepreneur, however,
depends on having core skills such as numeracy and literacy,
as well as social skills, concludes the World Development
Report 2013 issued by the World Bank. Students at the technical and vocational education training centre readily agree.
“In business, you need to be able to add and subtract.
We’re all going to become business people,” and “When you
construct a building, you need to measure and do mathematical calculations,” they say.
The language of instruction in these literacy and numeracy
classes is English and, amazingly, many speak English quite
well considering that this language is new to most of them.
“The tools only have English names,” says one young man.
“Many companies are run by foreigners, so we need to speak
some English,” explains another. Well aware of the usefulness
of having learned English, he adds, “Even South Sudanese
may speak different languages and only have English in
common.”

Clubs in the centre
The development of social skills is also taken into consideration at the training centre. As in all Save the Children
Education for Youth Empowerment programmes, advocacy
and leadership skills are taught to enable the young people
to influence decisions affecting their own lives. Save the
Children also works simultaneously to create an acceptance
of youth influence and participation among stakeholders.
Youth driven clubs with members managing their own
budgets and activities, and with life skills training and leisure
activities such as football, volleyball and traditional African
dancing, are an integrated part of the timetable at the training centre. Membership is only allowed in one club at a time
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and the youth get to independently determine the topics and
select their own leaders.
Saving schemes are anchored in the youth clubs and the club
members have learned about HIV and AIDS, reproductive
health, management, leadership, team building, peer education,
business training and community involvement.
“In the clubs we can unite and interact with each other –
also without having a teacher around,” explains a club member.
“When we graduate we’ll try to continue the activities with
other youth in our own communities.”
Some club members just enjoy having an opportunity to play
football, “Because we gain strength and health and we meet
with other players during matches,” while others are “Happy to
be able to maintain our traditional culture. Some returnees have
forgotten our traditional dancing. Now, they have learned.”
One club member stresses that, “The clubs lead to peace
and unity, because we meet other youth from other areas in
the clubs.”

Community based forums
Youth Dialogue Forums run by former graduates in different
areas of Northern Bahr el Ghazal are also being established,
although not yet fully functioning at the time of writing.
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Three young principal organisers of the Youth Dialogue
Forums, Santino Makot Akot, Garang Kuan and Jak George
Yak, are considering how they can help encourage the development of business ideas for graduates and other youth at
community level.
“When a group has finished their education they are scattered all over, but we’ll ensure that youth from the same
area continue to work together,” suggests one of the young
men.
The young men envision the Youth Dialogue Forums as
centres in the local communities where people can ask for
services and place their orders within the different trades.
“We also want to create access for loans and to continue to
develop our skills. Maybe we can support some former students to get diplomas. When a person returns with a diploma, that person can teach us too,” says one. “We’re also
considering having a hardware store, because there is no
hardware store in this area.”
They add with pride, “With the knowledge we already
have from the centre it is possible to get jobs, even in Juba.
One former student is a member of parliament now. We’re
poor, but we’re on our way. We hope we’ll become like other countries.”
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Can we continue our work
now ? We’re a bit busy …
Two-story brick buildings are under construction in Wanjok
town. Wooden doors, beds and tables are being sold under
the shady trees. The road from Wanjok to Aweil is even
partly tarmacked and private busses traverse the road several times a day.
“Earlier, this area was a humanitarian catastrophe,” says
one teacher, “because poverty goes hand in hand with unemployment. At least some children do go to school now
and we have a technical and vocational education and training centre where youth from many places in Northern Bahr
el Ghazal can come and learn a skill. The students return
home with new knowledge and the capacity to open their
own businesses. They may even employ others. Before, there
were no jobs at all.”

Diverse livelihood activities
And the graduates from the technical and vocational training
and education centre are doing well. This is very visible in
town areas such as Wanjok, half way between Malualkon and
the state capital Aweil.
The wooden items for sale in Wanjok are all made by former students from the training centre in Malualkon. They are
also the ones building the new brick buildings. They even
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produce the bricks that are transforming Wanjok from straw
huts and hand-to-mouth markets into a vibrant centre for
commerce and trade.
A tracer study covering graduates from 2008 to 2010
shows that the centre’s graduates are engaged in a highly diverse set of livelihood activities. Around half of all female as
well as male graduates have found employment, become local policymakers or teachers, or have managed to establish
thriving, profitable businesses.
Those who remain idle probably do so due to the meagreness of the labour market and its limited number of employment opportunities, concludes the 2008-2010 tracer study.
This study, however, was carried out before Save the
Children Denmark took over responsibility for the training
centre and applied a more focussed and holistic entrepreneurial approach. The next tracer study may show even better results.

Female dedication
Interestingly, a much larger percentage of women have started their own businesses – more than half compared to only
slightly more than one-quarter of the men. The tracer study
also finds that female graduates appear to be much more
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motivated and dedicated to utilising their skills than the
males, many of the women exhibiting a more positive outlook on their business prospects than most of the male
graduates.
This description fits 18-year-old agriculturalist Asuntu
Akelo Jeng incredibly well. A few days before graduation she
is absolutely determined to return home to her village as
quickly as possible.
“We do have a lot of land, but as it is, it’s only partly cultivated because we don’t have the strength to plant all of it
and we have no money to hire labourers. I plan to begin by
identifying our most fertile soil and then make this even
more fertile with manure. We never knew before that some
soils are more fertile than others. And although we have already tried to grow tomatoes, they died because we did not
know how to transplant them. We used to cultivate a mono
culture, but now I plan to rotate the crops and to grow a
larger variety of them. We used to have sorghum, okra and
pumpkin. Now, I will add eggplant, watermelon and cabbage,” she explains.
Earlier Asuntu Akelo Jeng’s family only had enough crops
for consumption. “In the future we’ll sell some too, because
we’ll start irrigating manually to extend the growing season.
Maybe one day we’ll have enough money for more advanced
irrigation systems.”

Contracts waiting
Santino Aman Aman just graduated, too, and he has a job at
hand because a metal workshop owner has requested students from the centre already before they graduated. “I was
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the first to do good welding, so I get to start already on
Monday. Maybe next year I will have saved enough for my
own workshop. I expect to earn up to 300 South Sudanese
pounds a month and I may save half. When I have enough for
my own workshop, I’ll open it in another area to avoid competition. Hopefully I’ll be able to hire people.”
Wilson Dene Akok and Peter Mabir Kuol are former students and they confirm that training brings money and
changes. Working together with present students they are
currently producing a great number of school desks in the
yard between the buildings at the training centre.
“In the beginning we had some temporary work doing
roofing, but now we work independently. We already have
another contract waiting. We’re a group of four former students working together and contractors seek our services.
We make doors and tables and we take them to the market
to advertise to new customers,” explain Wilson and Peter.
They have established their own company with two other
former students and each of them have a separate organisational role comprising a chairperson to coordinate relationships with customers, a secretary to keep records and to
save money to expand the workshop, a scout to collect new
designs and someone to procure raw materials. For the time
being everyone earns 200 South Sudanese pounds per
month because they are still investing in new tools. At this
point, they have saved 600 pounds for future investments.
As they talk, apparently unbeknownst to them, more and
more students have begun to gather around and listen attentively. Finally, Wilson and Peter say, “Can we continue our
work now ? We’re a bit busy …”
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Skilled youth help prevent starvation
“Northern Bahr el Ghazal is severely affected by war.
Here there’s little access to education. The illiteracy rate
is very high. But people are not productive when they are
not educated. If we are to evolve, we need education and
work at the same time. The technical and vocational education and training centre provides us with capacity and
the youth return as self-reliant people.
Almost 91 percent of the population of Northern Bahr
el Ghazal resides in rural areas, but traditional farming
does not provide enough outcomes. Returnees also rely
on agriculture. They have no other income and they have
lost their cultivation skills. Only nine percent of Northern
Bahr el Ghazal’s residents have paid work and there is no
other active vocational training centre in the state. No
matter which skill the youth opt for they will return as
specialists in their own communities.

Joseph Garang, Director General,
State Ministry of Agriculture

We can increase productivity, but
we don’t know how

We need to build
sustainability

“There’s only one functioning technical and vocational
and education training centre in all of Northern Bahr
el Ghazal. Many children and youth are lingering in the
market and teachers go untrained. There are so many
returnees. Girls drop out of school and teenagers are
out of control. It’s a big challenge.
We’ve got land, minerals and a good environment,
but we need education and skills. We sit idle while
foreigners with skills work here. We don’t know how
to grow more than two or three crops. We have never cultivated fruits and vegetables. We have to learn
how to introduce irrigation, because if you dig, you’ll
find water, which means we won’t have to depend on
rain. And we keep livestock, but in a very old fashioned way. One cow produces one cup of milk only.
We can increase productivity, but we don’t know
how.
We also need life skills for empowerment, because
we need to change our mindsets as well. We need patience and we need to learn that we can’t all have
white collar jobs in the city.”

“The present trend is that people migrate from the rural
areas to the towns, causing the countryside to remain
poor. Then, people tend to think of only carpentry and
masonry when you mention vocational training.
However, my personal opinion is that there are so many
skills needed in rural areas that if we develop them we
might prevent people from emigrating. There’s big potential in agriculture and everything related to agriculture
such as maintenance of pumps and local manufacturing of
modern tools.
People tend to think that due to our oil we have lots
of money. The fact is that our own money is just a drop
in the ocean of needs. Even much richer countries such
as Kenya depend on others. We’re really struggling. And
we need more than just funding for activities. More than
anything we need expertise, our personnel need training
and we need support to develop our vocational training
curriculum. We need you to work with us, not for us,
because we need to build sustainability.”

Ceasar Atem Biajo, Director General,
State Ministry of General Education and Instruction
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Ultimately, the skilled youth help prevent starvation.
Our agricultural production this year covers only 40 percent of our needs. By January, the crops from the previous
year will already have been consumed and then people will
experience hunger. These youth will initiate sustainable agriculture using manure. They will stop cutting trees and
start cultivating and irrigating the most fertile lands. This
will increase production throughout the year.
Partnering with Save the Children is a gift for the government, which has been unable to establish vocational
training on its own due to a lack of budgets, a lack of
capacity and a lack of staff. However, donors will not continue forever and the government will take over as soon as
we are ready.”

Androga Avelino Said,
Acting Undersecretary,
Ministry of General Education and Instruction
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We’re starting from nothing
“We don’t have funds for training, we don’t have facilities and we lack
trainers. We don’t have money for materials. We have no industries
and the country has been destroyed by war. But we need technology
and vocational training if we’re to create opportunities for boys and
girls, because the government cannot employ everyone. We’re starting
from nothing. As it is, foreigners do all the welding and carpentry, but
if we have our own skills we can start our own enterprises and gen
erate money.
We used to have vocational trainers, but they all left during the war.
Now, after the war, we have no trainers and we have no tools. And
yes, we have oil, but we don’t even have the ability to exploit the oil.
We depend on other countries for everything now and we cannot
continue to do that.
Mario Velvur Gunda, Director of Youth,
Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports,
responsible for youth training and training centres
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Visions for the future
Save the Children’s youth education programme in South
Sudan has changed over the years and is about to transform
further. Labour market demands are continuously changing as
South Sudan develops from civil war to post-conflict and is
now an independent state with relative peace.
When Save the Children Denmark took over the responsibility for the technical and vocational education and training
centre in Malualkon in January 2011 the focus on labour market demands, employability and empowerment increased
noticeably.
At the same time, community based interventions have
been initiated with further decentralisation ahead. Outreach
programmes ensure cost effectiveness, sustainability, community ownership and more empowered youth.

Gender mainstreaming
Programme manager Todini Marecha, who has orchestrated
various changes, explains, “Initially, the project was all about
child protection and the demobilisation of child soldiers who
needed to exchange their guns for alternative means of livelihood. Child soldiers and returnees were resettled and reintegrated into the community and they learned some skills, but
the process was not very streamlined. When DANIDA provided the funding from the beginning of 2011, the project began focussing on specific skills for improvement of livelihood
and the development of an entrepreneurship culture. We
also began paying particular attention to girls.”
Girls and young women used to do only tailoring and then
hairdressing. But in 2012 girls studied agriculture and other
skills due to targeted and deliberate efforts to ensure that
girls are recruited and that gender is mainstreamed into the
training. “Women are in charge of three-fourths of all activities in households, so women are instrumental if livelihood is
to be improved in the communities,” explains Todini Marecha.
“It hasn’t been easy, though,” he says. “Discipline amongst
youth is always a challenge and many parents do not dare to
let their girls be away from home. At the same time people,
even some of our trainers, objected because of the attitude
that there is no way a girl can do metal work. But our
Technical Advisory Committee chairperson volunteered to
act as a foster mother to the girls to combat the parents’
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worries and despite resistance there are girls on all the
courses now.”
HIV and AIDS are taboo, too, explains Todini Marecha,
“Many think that HIV and AIDS do not exist here. We found
that some believed that condoms cause infertility and diseases. Girls have babies at a very early age, also girls in our training centre. If they understand that there are ways to avoid
diseases and that these ways can also help them avoid having
babies, they can avoid being forced to marry while underage.”

A process of change
“Still, we’re in a process of change. As it is, we bring students
to board here for nine months with only one month of internship. They are removed from a livelihood and from their communities, plus it’s fairly expensive per student,” explains Todini
Marecha.
“We are now considering the best approach. A number
one priority is food security in Northern Bahr el Ghazal. We
train the students to run their own lives and to produce their
own food. This can be done via learning by doing in their own
areas, so that we only have to bring them here for specific
training. They could, for example come here one month and
use the centre as a demonstration facility on how to grow and
use sunflower and then return back to their own production
units locally. Cooking oil is very expensive here, so if everyone
produces some sunflowers they can share production equipment, use the oil for consumption and sale and the remaining
sunflower pulp for chicken feed. This may also help reduce the
price of edible oil. Youth Dialogue Forums can facilitate the
process in local areas,” suggests Todini Marecha.
“We are also considering establishing the commercial production of chickens and we could introduce pigs, since everyone eats pork but no one has pigs. The students could easily
learn and raise animals while participating in an intensive, supervised production period.”
Todini Marecha envisions the proper establishment of Youth
Dialogue Forums in five counties, “They are to encourage the
development of business ideas for all youth linked to our graduates. This may lead to new businesses, for example honey
production or embroidery. We may outsource such new types
of skills to people in the communities or other organisations.”
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Labour market survey and tracer study show the way forward
Labour market surveys and tracer studies ensure a market-driven approach and accountability. These
studies inform adjustments to the courses on offer and project design. They also work as outlines for
future engagement.
Save the Children’s first tracer study in Northern Bahr el Ghazal revealed that 49 percent of the
youth who had trained at the technical and vocational education and training centre in Malualkon in
2008-2010 have found employment. This is close to 50 percent, which according to GIZ, the German
Society for International Cooperation, should be the success criteria for Education for Youth
Empowerment projects in fragile states.
These trainees were trained prior to Save the Children Denmark’s intervention supported by
DANIDA, which is more holistic and comprehensive. The results from the tracer study for students
trained in 2011 and 2012 are expected to be even better.
The labour market survey provides a useful analysis of the links between the current technical and vocational education and training centre and the reality of the labour market. It also suggests how the vocational education can be tailored to benefit the youth even more. Recommendations point towards agriculture and livestock production as well as small artisan productions like furniture and wood products.
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The centre also wants to play a role in community development and farming by providing shorter course modules that
can be taken over a longer period to build credentials equivalent to what youths who spend nine consecutive months at
the centre receive.

All sorts of assets
When asked about his five-year vision, Todini Marecha responds, “If we get the opportunity for further funding, the
training centre will become well integrated into the communities and foster the notion of many assets, including independence, food security, sustainable livelihoods, health and political
and economic assets.”
He explains that a community needs assets. Not only physical ones, but also socially and politically, “People should be
empowered to vote corrupt politicians out and to vote responsible politicians in. That’s a political asset. People should
learn to cope with emergencies and food shortages. It’s a social asset when a grandmother manages to make her relatives
share their utensils in the Apada returnee community. So are
clubs and social networks established by the youth.”

In another 10 years these youth may be new leaders, says
Todini Marecha, “Hopefully they will chuck out irrelevant politicians. This is why they need to be taught how to deal with
political challenges without violence. This requires effective
communication. As it is, people still solve minor problems with
shooting. Such a thing as amicable solutions does not yet exist
in Northern Bahr el Ghazal. There are examples of people
killing each other because a child defecated in the neighbour’s
field. This has a big impact on development in the area. When
people have no confidence in each other, it’s difficult to sustain
a livelihood.”
Northern Bahr el Ghazal still relies on imported goods even
though 90 percent of the state’s land is arable. “Over time
Northern Bahr el Ghazal may be able to export to other states.
Even to other African countries ? Maybe to Europe? South Africa
does. Why not South Sudan?” asks Todini Marecha. “However, if
the project stops before the end of five years, the government
will simply close the centre, because they do not have the
capacity to run it on their own and they have no money. If we
can’t find funding or hand over the centre to another organisation, all our efforts will run down the drain,” he adds.

Untapped potential for technical vocational education and training
Save the Children’s Education for Youth Empowerment programme is more than a traditional technical
and vocational education and training project. It is a holistic, demand-driven approach to empower
youth and to develop social, political and economic actors who can claim their rights and improve their
own livelihoods and contribute to the development of their own communities.
This project, supported by Save the Children Denmark, offers a gender-sensitive youth empowerment
model, which can be scaled up in South Sudan as well as used in other countries. The outreach approach
means that not only the youth attending training at the centre benefit, but also other youths in the area.
Subsequently, the actual cost per beneficiary is comparatively lower than many other vocational training
projects.
The Education for Youth Empowerment project has not developed in isolation, but has ensured an enhancement of county and state level inspectorates regarding technical and vocational education and
training quality assurance, while simultaneously working to strengthen and shape technical and vocational education and training NGO forums at national, state and county levels.
During 2011 and 2012 it became obvious that a large reservoir of untapped potential remains for this
project to target broader aspects of farming and agro-related business development in communities as
well as the development of an enabling environment for youth employment in this sector.
Adapted from “How vulnerable youth improve their livelihood and contribute to sustainable local economic development
through involvement of agro-related training and business activities. Save the Children Denmark’s input to the Coherent
Danish Support to South Sudan programme 2013 and beyond”
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Save the Children is the world’s largest
independent movement for children.
Save the Children Denmark works with
local communities to put children’s rights on
the public and political agenda. Save the
Children Denmark delivers immediate and
lasting improvements to children’s lives in
Denmark and worldwide.
Education and protection are the key areas of
Save the Children Denmark’s work. The focus
of our national and international work is to:
• P
 rovide emergency relief, education and
protection in fragile states and areas affected by war and national catastrophes.
• Combat child labour, poverty, HIV and
AIDS, bullying, sexual abuse and trafficking.
• Support vulnerable children by providing
holiday activities, child care centres and
time out with respite families.
Read more about Save the Children on
savethechildren.dk and savethechildren.net.

